DC ConsumerRightsCoalition.org
March 10, 2014

VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION
Federal Trade Commission/Office of the Secretary
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Room H-113 (Annex A)
Washington, DC 20580
Re: Comments for Public Workshop “Examining Health Care Competition,”
FTC Health Care Workshop, Project No. P131207
Dear Sir or Madam:
The DC Consumer Rights Coalition appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on
competition in the health care industry. The DC Consumer Rights Coalition is a group of
consumer rights advocates who serve the District of Columbia’s consumers and its consumer
advocate community. See www.dcconsumerrightscoalition.org. Health care services are
generally provided to consumers in local markets. For this reason, issues of competition in the
provision of health care services must necessarily be examined from both a local and a national
perspective. As local champions of consumer interests in the District of Columbia, our
organization is well positioned to provide unique insights into the beneficial effects of
competition on local health care markets. We appreciate the opportunity to add our comments to
the national forum presented by the FTC’s Workshop.
The purpose of these comments is to highlight competition-related policy issues likely to arise in
emerging technology markets that are subject to “network” effects, such as the growing markets
for Health Information Technology (“HIT”) products, including Electronic Health Records
(“EHR”) products. By “network” effects we mean the phenomenon whereby a good or service
becomes more valuable when more people use it. In particular, we believe that the FTC should
be cognizant of the potential danger to competition should healthcare providers adopt software
and other technology that incorporates exclusionary proprietary standards. The danger is that the
company that offers such technology may use it to disadvantage competitors by denying them
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access to the proprietary standards. Such problematic situations have arisen in the past.
Companies utilizing such proprietary technologies have achieved a dominant position in a
developing market and then have sought to preserve their market position and disadvantage their
competitors by limiting access to their proprietary technology. 1 Later we discuss government
action against Microsoft that made such allegations.
Antitrust issues raised by such exclusionary conduct may be addressed through antitrust
enforcement after the fact, of course. But we believe that a preferable approach is proactive
government engagement that avoids the antitrust problem by facilitating and encouraging
interoperability among products of competitors in the HIT markets. By “interoperability” we
mean the extent to which HIT systems can exchange data, and interpret that shared data.
In markets in which competing HIT systems are interoperable, there is less danger that network
effects will lead to the dominance of the market by a single large firm. The type of government
participation that promotes interoperability in the interest of encouraging competition need not
be intrusive, nor put companies in a regulatory straightjacket that limits competition or
innovation. The goal is the opposite: government participation that effectively encourages
interoperability and open competition, and avoids restrictive regulation that may inhibit
innovation.
Interoperability in HIT Markets is an Important Component of Federal Healthcare
Policy
The use of HIT, including the market for EHR, is expanding. According to the National Center
for Health Statistics (“NCHS”), the number of physicians using some form of EHR system grew
by 26% in 2012 alone. Among office-based physicians, at least 40% use a “basic” electronic
health record system. 2 The U.S. Government is actively involved in both promoting the use of
HIT and encouraging the interoperability of HIT products. Specifically, the use of HIT is
incentivized by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
(“HITECH”) Act 3 as well as the Affordable Care Act and federal “meaningful use”
reimbursement incentives.
The goal of the HITECH Act is to foster the “development of a nationwide health information
technology infrastructure” to promote “a more effective marketplace, greater competition . . .
[and] increased consumer choice.” The HITECH Act seeks to achieve these goals of greater
consumer choice, in part, through the promotion of interoperability. Section 3011, et. seq.,
entitled “Incentives for the Use of Health Information Technology,” calls for the Secretary of
Health and Human Services (“HHS”) to invest in: “(1) Health information technology
architecture that will support the nationwide electronic exchange and use of health information in
a secure, private, and accurate manner. . . .” and “(5) Promotion of the interoperability of clinical
data repositories or registries.” 4
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) has an active role in developing
interoperability standards. 5 Farzad Mostashari, MD, formerly HHS’s National Coordinator,
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (“ONCHIT”) has in his
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former National Coordinator role discussed the ways that federal health care policy has sought to
promote interoperability:
Improving care coordination through secure and private health information exchange
among hundreds of thousands of providers using disparate systems already in place,
while accommodating changes in technology, is a daunting task. The escalating stages of
the Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs and EHR certification criteria and
standards are a critical component of our interoperability strategy. Stage 1 supported the
systematic conversion of key medical information into structured digital format, while we
forged consensus on initial national standards for secure communication between
systems. We are working with industry to ensure that EHR technology will be
significantly more interoperable when Stage 2 begins in 2014. Guided by two Federal
Advisory Committees, we have viewed the EHR Incentive Programs as an escalator that
moves progressively upward toward greater interoperability and improved outcomes.” 6
Avoiding another “Microsoft” Situation.
Experienced antitrust observers have counseled about the danger that HIT companies may follow
in the footsteps of other technology companies, such as Microsoft, that attracted antitrust law
enforcement. Microsoft’s behavior raised competitive concerns when the company achieved a
strong market presence early in the development of particular software markets, and then sought
to protect its dominant position in those markets by withholding access to its proprietary
technologies from competitors and potential competitors. 7 Microsoft achieved its dominant
position in the marketplace in large part by offering a product that consumers valued. But its
behavior raised competition concerns when it began to appear to make strategic decisions with
an eye towards thwarting competition, instead of competing by simply continuing to improve its
technology in ways that would benefit consumers.
HIT has network characteristics that could all too easily tip markets toward settling on the use of
one particular proprietary technology and abandoning other technologies. In the absence of
interoperability, such a development might have the effect of foreclosing competitors to a
dominant firm from being able to enter a market and offer competition. It might also create
difficulties for health care providers in seeking access to information needed to effectively offer
their services to consumers. And finally, it might open the door to strategic use of proprietary
technology in ways that cause competitive harm. Such use of proprietary technology can be
especially anticompetitive when the cost of switching to another software vender is high. In the
case of Microsoft, the problematic strategic behavior was Microsoft’s effort to hold on to market
ascendency by protecting its proprietary platform technology in a manner perceived by
government enforcers as improperly foreclosing competition. Blocking competition in HIT
markets through strategic use of proprietary standards is, of course, the opposite of facilitating
interoperability.
The State of Current HIT Markets
Currently, companies providing HIT products already exist that have a strong market position
that may have resulted, at least in part, through reliance on proprietary standards and network
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effects. One company that has drawn attention because of its strong market position is Epic
Systems. Some have suggested that about 40% of the U.S. population has its medical
information stored in an Epic EHR system. 8 Other data suggests that Epic market shares in
various segments of the EHR market vary from about 15% to 30%, 9 substantially less than the
market shares of Microsoft when it aroused strong government antitrust concerns. Some federal
data suggests that Epic has the most customers receiving federal electronic health record system
incentive payments in a key category, complete EHRs. Of 2,950 hospitals receiving federal
payments for using complete EHRs in the inpatient environment, Epic has 578, a 19.6% market
share, in this segment. 10 It appears that for large physician practices and hospitals, Epic is
currently the company with the greatest market presence. Evidence of this presence can be
found in, among other sources, the result of annual year-end rankings published by the research
firm KLAS. 11 Epic has long been a very large player in EHR for “jumbo” group practices. One
industry expert suggests that Epic dominates inpatient EHR among large hospitals and health
systems, and increasingly, physician practices: "Even if physicians prefer another vendor, they're
forced to go on the hospital's system." 12
Epic Systems is not without competitors in various segments of the EHR market. They include
Meditech, Computer Programs and Systems, Cerner, HCA Information & Technology Services,
and Athenahealth. 13 Some competitors arguably have superior technology which could increase
their market position in the future. For example, advocates for competitor Athenahealth argue
that its strong showing among smaller physician groups and hospitals is due to the company’s
delivery of its EHR and practice management software to physicians through the use of “cloud
computing.” 14
A number of Epic’s competitors have formed the Commonwell Health Alliance (“Alliance”),
ostensibly for the purpose of promoting interoperability, and possibly to serve broader
competitive motives. Some have criticized the Epic company for its reliance on proprietary
standards. The position of the Alliance is that any vendor should be able to send or query data
about any patient, but that Epic does not permit that. According to physician-scientist David
Shaywitz, “If Epic (already based on an antiquated technology, MUMPS) decides to maintain an
essentially closed system, and to drive all innovation internally, this could prove stultifying,
limiting development of novel ideas, and forcing the many high-profile adopters of Epic to
accept stagnation or pay the staggering costs of switching.” 15 Epic’s CEO vehemently disagrees
with those who say that its system impedes interoperability. 16
We do not assert that any particular company or companies currently are using proprietary
standards in a manner that excludes competition in violation of the antitrust laws, or are
otherwise violating the antitrust laws. We merely wish to call attention to the importance of the
issue of how proprietary standards are used in HIT markets where network effects are important.
Also, the questions about interoperability that have been raised with great vehemence suggest
that government antitrust scrutiny may be warranted in the future, depending, of course, on
industry facts.
We also wish to comment on what we believe is the appropriate government response to a large
company using proprietary standards and network effects to discourage competition. In our
view, early government competition advocacy and engagement that heads off over-reliance on
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proprietary standards by facilitating and encouraging use of interoperability standards is
preferable to relying solely on after-the-fact antitrust enforcement. We are aware that the
suggestion of proactive government involvement raises the specter of government regulation that
is too intrusive, and squelches innovation, which suggests giving short shrift to those who argue
for stronger government involvement. We think that concerns about the intrusive and
counterproductive aspects of government regulation should be a part of the discussion.
But the views of those who urge a stronger government role also should be a part of the
discussion. Members of the Alliance have expressed dissatisfaction with the pace of U.S.
government activity in support of interoperability, and want more. The Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology is responsible for setting basic standards, but the
Alliance members believe the ONCHIT isn’t moving quickly enough. During a press conference
held to announce the launch of the Alliance, an Alliance representative said that “government is
not going to deal with this problem.” 17 Jonathan Bush, CEO and chairman of Athenahealth has
stated that “the government goofed a little” by creating incentives for companies to create
proprietary technology and “use opacity” to hold onto their customers. 18 Richard Elmore, senior
vice president of strategy for HIT vendor Allscripts Healthcare Solutions Inc. was only
somewhat less critical. He remarked that ONCHIT had created a standard vocabulary and data
transport specifications “we think can be useful.” Later in the discussion he added that “not
everything on the government side is a total waste. Some of this is going to stick to the wall.” 19
Parallel Developments in the European Union
We note that issues of interoperability have been addressed by European government officials as
well as U.S. officials. On both continents, interoperability has been framed in terms of improving
the quality of health care for consumers rather than in terms of avoiding antitrust concerns, 20 but
the essential point is the same. A European study on an eHealth Interoperability Framework
provides two particularly useful recommendations. The first recommendation states that
“Member States and the European Commission shall encourage standardisation bodies to
enhance their strategic and operational cooperation – in a coordinated approach. Furthermore,
co-operation between standardisation organisations and competent national authorities in
Member States shall be fostered.” The second recommendation, entitled “Consider
incentivisation of healthcare providers,” states that “Providing medical records that can be
semantically shared incurs costs for healthcare professionals. Member States should therefore
identify and calculate the value proposition of healthcare providers with regard to
interoperability and consider sustainable incentivisation schemes to encourage healthcare
providers.” 21
These modest suggestions of the European study illustrate an important point: The government
participation that encourages interoperability in order to encourage competition need not be
intrusive, nor put companies in a regulatory straightjacket that limits competition or innovation.
The goal is the opposite, government participation that effectively encourages interoperability
and open competition, and avoids restrictive regulation that may inhibit innovation.
Conclusion
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For the reasons we have identified, we suggest that the FTC be aware and responsive to the
potential danger to competition and harm to consumers should healthcare providers adopt
software and other technology that incorporates exclusionary proprietary standards. The danger
is that the proprietary standards could be used by the marketers of that technology to
disadvantage competitors by denying them access to the standards. Antitrust issues that may
arise because of such conduct may be addressed through antitrust enforcement after the fact. But
we believe that a preferable approach is proactive government engagement that avoids future
possible antitrust problems by facilitating and encouraging interoperability among the products
of competitors in the HIT markets.

Credits: Authors are Don Allen Resnikoff and Katherine Jones. Thanks to Tyler Patterson and
Elizabeth Carrier for editorial comments and helpful information.

Respectfully submitted,
Don Allen Resnikoff
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